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NUTRITION 80% EXERCISE 20%

Are your scales 
out of date?

In days gone by it has been said that reaching 

our weight loss goals is 80% nutrition and 

20% exercise. 

In truth there are many more 'bowls' on this 

set of scales, all with the ability to tip the 

whole lot over! Sleep is one of those bowls. 

A lack of sleep doesn’t just ruin your energy 

levels and mood—it damages your waistline 

so much so that experts now give ‘Sleep 

Diets' for weight loss. 

In this edition we’ve included a collection of 

proven sleepy tips to help you get quality 

zzzz’s. 

 

NUTRITEXERCISEATTITUDESLEEP SUPPORTHORMONES

Persistent daytime sleepiness or fatigue 

Loud snoring accompanied by pauses in breathing 

Frequent morning headaches 

Crawling sensations in your legs or arms at night 

Inability to move while falling asleep or waking up 

Physically acting out dreams during sleep 

Falling asleep at inappropriate times 

Before we start, if you 
experience these 

symptoms be sure to 
seek out professional 

treatment.

28 days to a better sleep
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What happens when we don't 
get enough sleep.

The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration conservatively 

estimates that 100,000 police-reported crashes are the direct result of 

driver fatigue each year. This results in an estimated 1,550 deaths, 

71,000 injuries, and $12.5 billion in monetary losses. These figures 

may be the tip of the iceberg, since currently it is difficult to attribute 

crashes to sleepiness. 

 

A study by researchers in Australia showed that being awake for 18 

hours produced impairment equal to a blood alcohol concentration 

(BAC) of .05, and .10 after 24 hours; .08 is considered legally drunk. 

 

The MythBustersTV show dedicated a special episode "Tipsy vs. 

Tired" to exploring these findings and has confirmed that sleep 

deprivation can be more dangerous than driving under the influence. 

 

Alcohol while it can ease the transition into sleeping, is a sedative 

and sleeping under the influence is not the restorative sleep that 

we’re aiming for. 

 

People who sleep five hours or less are more likely to be obese. 

Sleep loss increases ghrelin which makes us want sugars and carbs. 

It also decreases leptin which is the chemical that tells us to stop 

eating. 

 

Tired people are stressed and stressed people have more memory 

problems, lower immunity and more illness.   
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The jury is still out on providing a definitive answer that works 

for everyone, every night. 

Certainly many studies are suggesting a minimum of 6.5 hours 

a night and up to 9 hours for teenagers and those who are 

training hard physically or mentally working hard. 

A guide that has been proposed is if you need an alarm clock 

to wake you up you haven’t had enough sleep. 

  

If you want to know more about how and why we need the 

sleep we do click here to check out 5 TED talks. 

How much sleep 
should we get?
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Napping.  Naughty or Nice?
A study in the Endocrine 

Society’s Journal of Clinical 

Endocrinology & Metabolism 

(JCEM), found that a short nap 

could reverse the negative 

health effects of a night of poor 

sleep, and also reduce stress 

and bolster the immune system. 

  

It's generally agreed that naps 

of about 30 minutes or less are 

ideal. Any longer and you could 

end up into a deep sleep which 

will be a lot harder to come out 

of. 

Picture is from MetroNap

How to know how 
much sleep you're 
getting and if 
you're snoring!

There's now a whole host of apps that 
can tell you how long you slept for, when 
you went into a deep sleep or woke 
up. There's also apps that will tell you if 
you're snoring, how loud you're snoring 
and even give you a gentle nudge if you 
get too loud!
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If you've ever been camping you've 

probably experienced camper's tiredness 

when the sun goes down, resulting in early 

nights to bed. 

Maybe you've experienced something 

similar when you've been on holidays 

particularly active holidays, like skiing trips 

where you stay up on the mountain or 

diving adventures on a tropical island. 

 Once you've eaten dinner, that's it you're 

ready to hit the sack. 

While we may not be able to go camping or 

holidaying right all the time we can aim to 

replicate those environments a little bit 

more which is why we came up with the 28 

Day Sleep Programme. 

Give our tips a go for 28 days in a row. 

Even the ones you think will make no 

difference as sometimes putting several 

steps into action at the same time tips the 

scales in your favour.  Immerse yourself in 

them, as would happen if you were on a 

holiday, where you wouldn't have screen 

time, as much coffee, stress etc.  

All the best. 

  

28 Day Sleep Better Programme

Above: Sleeping under the stars after a big hike 
into the depth of the Bungle Bungle.   

Below: snorkeling at Hardy Reef.
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1.  First up it's helpful to get a good gauge on your sleep 

patterns.  Ideally download some of those apps 

mentioned earlier and take a few nights to get to know 

your sleep cycles and snoring patterns a little more.  

2. Go without caffeinated drinks from 2 pm.  While it's 

true that some people aren't affected as much by caffeine 

as others we're not sure people always know if they are 

one of those people.  There are now simple genetic tests 

that can help determine this but since most people won't 

rush out to get one we'd say refraining from having 

caffeine after about 2pm for 28 days is a safe way to test 

yourself out. 

3. Turn screens off earlier i.e. TVs, phones, ipads etc but 

don’t stare at a blank wall.  You could try reading an 

actual book, not a Kindle, (because a book is more tiring 

to hold on to), a good thing, and choose something that’s 

only semi interesting. You don't want it to be so exciting 

that you can’t wait to turn the next page.   

4. Have a glass of spicy, warm milk an hour or so before 

bedtime. According to a study published in the American

Journal of Clinical Nutrition, milk contains a protein alpha- 

lactalbumin, rich in tryptophan, which tells the brain to 

sleep. Cloves, cinnamon, nutmeg and honey added to 

milk may also help. 

5. Have rice pudding for dessert!  Studies show 

carbohydrates make us sleepy by making tryptophan 

available to the brain and even more so when combined 

with protein, thus why cereal and milk, or rice pudding 

might make for a good dessert but no so great at lunch! 

Choose low GI carbs though as insulin spikes during the 

night may not help matters – another reason not to have 

alcohol at night.  

28 Day Sleep Better Programme
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6. Eat better generally, long term.  Great nutrition gives 

your body what it needs to sleep well. 

7. Ear plugs are essential if you sleep with a snorer, in 

hotels, near a noisy road or have noisy neighbours. 

Another option is a white noise machine or app.   

8.  Another simple but often overlooked tactic is to dim 

the lights before sleeping.  Bright lights help us stay 

alert and dim lights do the opposite.  Phones and 

computers now also have the option to soften the colour 

of the screen to help promote sleepiness. 

9. Apparently dark coloured sheets are more conducive 

than light coloured ones. 

10. Learn 'anchoring techniques' and create a sleep 

anchor.  As we've mentioned before anchors are used 

by high level performers for all sorts of reasons, sleep 

being one of them.  You can read more about them by 

clicking here or simply Google 'Anthony Robbins 

Anchoring' and you'll find videos and articles about it. 

28 Day Sleep Better Programme
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11. Keep a note-pad by the bed if you have 

problems falling to sleep. This way you can write 

a ‘to do’ list of items as you think of things.  The 

notes will reassure your mind that the item won’t

be forgotten and allows us to mentally relax.   

You can also add 'worries' to your 'to do' list!  For 

example if you can't stop worrying about your 

ageing mother, your finances, an issue at work - 

just write it down and make another time to worry 

about it, say 4pm the next day.   

Making 'worrying' appointments with yourself can 

be a great way to 'let go' of things when thinking 

about them at unhelpful times like at night when 

you need to go to sleep. 

12. For 28 days ditch as many chemicals as you 

can, including synthetic air fresheners and 

cleaning products, perfumes, hairsprays, 

deodorant sprays, perfumed tissues, detergents 

and washing powder, etc.   

As far as possible remove them from your car, 

home and office and replace with milder, natural

options to see if these are contributing to a 

difficult night's sleep.   

Even new furniture, fresh paint and glues might 

be creating issues, so take a eyes wide open 

look around and see what possible culprits you 

can avoid. 
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13. Especially in winter lack of sun can affect our health and 

sleep.  To combat, take off your sunglasses, get out for a walk 

and soak up the sun’s rays for at least 30 minutes a day. Allow 

natural light to stream into the office windows. 

14. Obviously exercise will help you sleep better.  Every day get 

huffy and puffy and push, pull and lift some heavy stuff, even if 

only for 4 minutes! 

15. Go on a holiday to somewhere without TV and internet 

you’re likely to sleep better not just while you’re away but it 

could well reset your body clock to its natural best. 

16. Wake up in the middle of the night and can't get back to 

sleep?  One tactic a high performance leader who specialised in 

NLP training told us he did was to get out of bed and stand up, 

naked, in the dark, in the one spot for as long as he could. Until 

he was really cold and uncomfortable and then he'd jump back 

into bed, where-upon the body and mind would welcome the 

comfort and relax.  After a few nights of doing it he said if he did 

wake up, he'd fall straight back to sleep.   

17.Nothing helps. Keep searching and asking people. Talk to 

your Doctor and book into a Sleep Clinic if you have to.  We're 

about to ask entrants on the 20 Week Challenge page what 

their best tips are so maybe take a look there too.   

18. Regardless, write down a Sleep Better Action Plan.  What 

will you do over the next 28 days to get more zzzz. 
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Sleeping 
Tips For 
Parents

‘Sleep when your baby 
sleeps’. While that sounds like 
a great option PT Elly 
McGuiness and winner of the 
New Mums Category said her 
baby was only sleeping in the 
buggy or car, which certainly 
didn’t give Elly a chance to 
get any shut eye. 

While there’s tons of advice 
on the internet and in books 
we wanted to ask some of the 
20 Week Challenge trainers, 
that are also mums, about 
what they advice they have 
for others. 

‘My biggest suggestion is that mums who are sleeping poorly 
need to focus even more on nutrition, as well as doing less, as 
Corinne mentions. 

Sometimes acceptance is the best way - i.e. you can't fix a poor 
night’s sleep that has already happened. However you can help 
yourself not to de-rail for the entire day. It's a fact that poor 
sleep leads to wanting high sugar foods. I know I sleep poorly a 
lot of the time and will want high sugar food the next day so I 
ensure the following 3 things: 1. I always have raw nuts, dates, 
bananas and almond milk on hand for a sweet smoothie fix. 2. I 
always have a Dr Libby raw food slice in the freezer. 3. I get a 
box of organic fruit and vegetables delivered each week so I 
always have things like apples and mandarins to fix the sweet 
cravings. 

So although this isn't exactly a tip on getting more sleep/rest, it 
helps to compensate for the lack of it that many mums get. 

Also drink LOADS more water when lacking sleep, no caffeine 
after midday, plenty of fresh air and sunshine if it's around 
(helps increase serotonin), try chamomile tea for relaxation. I 
think with mums and dads we sometimes have to accept that we 
aren't going to get 5 hours sleep, let alone 8, so need to focus on 
other variables to make up for it:) 

Elly McGuiness - making up for poor sleep

PT Elly, pictured left, signing her book. www.20weeks.co.nz



'If you're desperately in need of a 
good night’s sleep, put everything 
else aside and tuck yourself into 
bed at the earliest hour you can, 
even if you think it's a ridiculous 
hour. The world won't blow up if 
the house works not done, or if 
ten emails aren't answered. BUT 
your health WILL suffer with 
prolonged sleep deprivation. 

Ask a family member or friend to 
have your toddler/kids for half a 
day - it's amazing how refreshing
3-4 child-less hours can be!! 

Nap when they nap - lay down 
with a blankie and cosy up. 

Don't plan too much into your 
days/weeks/months when 
their/your sleep is being a 
problem. You need that time for 
you and your health - there's 
plenty of opportunity down the 
track for social activities.' 

‘I did co-sleeping and phantom feeding. I go to bed with baby 
most nights (bit harder during exam weeks) and stay in bed 
until she is ready to get up. I am lucky she is a good sleeper and 
happily stays in bed for up to 12 hours but I think that is 
because we co-sleep and phantom feed so throughout the 
night she is nice and full without ever waking up and getting 
upset about being on her own or hungry.   

She has a wahakura for safe co-sleeping. If parents can’t get 
one of those most hospitals have pepi pods to give away which 
is really just a plastic bin with a foam mattress inside. 

Oh and phantom feeding is feeding baby in their sleep so for 
me as soon as she starts stirring I get her out and feed her and 
because we are co-sharing it happens so fast she is fed, asleep 
and I can get back to sleep too! 

I've managed to get a full 8 hours of sleep since day 3 with this 
routine.' 

Sleeping 
Tips For 
Parents

PT Corinne Austin used to 
write for Fitness Life and 
is a guest author in The 
Complete Health Series

PT Ngauru Rawiri -  based in New Plymouth 
Ngauru won the PT of the Series in 2013.

PT Ngauru seen in the above picture when she was pregnant, with her team
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